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simon-kucher.com). Olivier Dallemagne is a director at Simon Kucher 

and customer portfolios (olivier.dallemagne@simon-kucher.com).

P
rice lists are the bedrock of price setting. They inform
the customers about prices; good ones describe product
attributes and features. An optimal price list can boost
profits by up to 4 percentage points. More than 50 price

list optimization projects examined have shown that this addi-
tional potential is available for capture.

Practically speaking, historical-based price lists lack structure
and system. Prices for key products are often too low. There is
generally too much fear surrounding the ability to compete in
these important products. For differentiated high-end products
the value is rarely captured in the price. Often a cost-plus or ex-
perience-based price setting leads to wrong prices for innovations
or product improvements. And finally, niche and side products
are thoroughly underpriced. Not only do customers pay little at-
tention to them, but they are also neglected when setting prices
internally.

Usually conducted annually, an update of the price list turns
out to be a nightmare for everybody involved. The high level of
complexity requires huge effort for what are commonly minor
or incremental price adjustments. In addition, these occur more
often due to increasing levels of cost volatility. More and more
conflicts arise due to uncoordinated price differences between
countries and sales channels.

The optimization of price lists is the central task of any Product
and Marketing Manager. Price lists not only serve the central
functions of price positioning and steering but are also an im-
portant instrument for sales support. The complexity of price
lists in a national or, even more difficult, an international envi-
ronment is a challenge for everyone who has to work with them.
The best performing companies typically ask and answer the
following questions:

What is the price structure across key, complementary and niche
products?

• How are product prices differentiated across channels and
customer applications?

• How much higher is the margin for specialty products com-
pared to standard products?

• Which list prices lead to the risk of price contamination across
countries?

• How are new products positioned price-wise with regard to
strategic intent?

• How are price lists designed and communicated to make sure
that sales force sells value, not price?

Due to multiple interfaces to internal and external processes the
adjustment of price lists is typically highly complex. For its op-
timization a systematic approach is needed with sufficient lead
time and a good coordination.

Cost-plus methods or purely competition-based pricing, often
applied to solve inconsistencies and to correct ad-hoc issues, are
not sufficient for true list price optimization. Only a structured
analysis of the total product portfolio, which takes into account
the key value drivers, the potential for competitive differentia-
tion, the customer perception of the products and price differ-
ences across channels and countries allows the setting of a profit
optimal list price architecture. The following five steps explain
how best to proceed.

Key, specialty or side?
When it comes to optimizing a price list for hundreds or even
thousands of products it can be difficult to know where to start.
Focusing on a classification method where product lines with
the highest sales are prioritized should be avoided. Product lines
excluded by applying the 80/20 rule may have low sales because
they are not priced correctly or are insufficiently promoted by
the sales team.

In addition, product hierarchies are typically purely internal con-
structs. Instead, the market and customer perspective has to be
taken into account in order to identify and segment key, side and
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specialty products. Price sensitivities between these segments vary
significantly and therefore offer opportunities for pricing.

Sales and Marketing organizations typically know exactly which
products are key products with high price pressure, and which
products are side products and outside the customer’s focus.
But often this knowledge is not transferred systematically to
the price structure. A climate-control device producer recently
experienced the lost profit opportunities from sub-optimal list
pricing: Ventilation customers were more price-
sensitive when purchasing commodity pipes
than specialty products. By adjusting the price
structure to reflect the differences between key
and side products the procedure achieved a net
sales increase of 1.5%.

Link price and performance
Competitive positioning is fundamental, espe-
cially for the key products. Therefore, value driv-
ers relevant to the customer have to be identified.
A producer of lighting technologies focused its
positioning efforts on profile, size and finish
until customer interviews revealed that different
finishes like chrome or brass were not important
to the customer, even though differences existed
in quality and cost.

For the relevant value drivers, one’s own perfor-
mance has to be compared with the performance
of the strongest competitor. Scoring models
based on internal product and market knowledge and/or cus-
tomer interviews help managers to understand which products
have competitive advantages, which products are exchangeable
(“me-too products”) or which products are even inferior in per-
formance.

A differentiated analysis of product value provides insights and a
call-to-action in four respects: Firstly, it shows how the product
portfolio is structured and if it is sufficiently balanced between
commodity, me-too and highly differentiated products. A pro-
ducer of mineral raw materials was stuck in a self-inflicted com-
modity trap. Their conviction was that the business was entirely
determined by commodity products and the only challenge in
pricing was to match every competitive quote.

An evaluation of the products showed a different and more de-
tailed picture revealing, among other things, performance ad-
vantages and consequently price potential in specific areas. In a
separate case, the management was startled by the high share of
me-too products in their portfolio. They believed their portfolio
was highly differentiated; however, the advantages either had
disappeared over the product life cycle or were just not known

by the customer.

Secondly, potential for margin improvements can be identified
and captured via limit price setting. A producer of climate devices
was astonished that for specialty products the gross margin was
not significantly higher than for his standard products. As soon
as outliers were identified and a value based argumentation was
prepared, prices were increased. Check if the margins of your
specialty products are at least twice as high as the margin of your

standard products. The potential is high and at the same time
the volume risk is low.

Thirdly, analysis often reveals a need for repositioning. Customer
interviews for a pipe producer showed that, although operating
in a highly competitive environment, their main product had
an additional price potential of 5%. The high responsiveness of
the sales force, the superior chlorine resistance and the cover-
age guarantee were identified as true competitive advantages
(see Figure 1).

Lastly, the price by channel should be properly fenced. Not all
customers along the value chain understand the value of the
product, with a particular reference to distributors. Few man-
age to fence the price correctly along distribution channels. One
manufacturer correctly understood the value to the installers
and did not fall into the trap of conceding all margins to either
the installer or the distributor. The wastage of value can be tre-
mendous if one fails to fence the offer properly and focus their
efforts before marketing to various channels. A product that is
sold at €12 in a specialized chain shouldn’t be the same than the
€3 product promoted on the Internet.

Profit

Figure 1: Price Positioning of Products
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Simulate with competitive 

in the market, but how 
smart is the competition?
A typical perspective stated during price
repositioning initiatives, especially in
the case of price increases, is the predic-
tion of massive volume and market
share losses. The stated perspectives are
often negative and frequently their fea-
sibility is doubted. However, what is
typically not given due consideration is
how competitors will react to such
moves. Experience suggests that, more
often than not, the competitive strength
of an organization tends to be underes-
timated. Two potential scenarios should
be considered: first that competitors will
follow price increases and second that
perhaps there is an adequate price pre-
mium to competition that is not yet
used to its full potential. A company
that produces fittings, for example, in-
creased the price of its key product by
3%. The price increase was based on a
detailed evaluation of the price elastic-
ity. When integrating estimates of their
competitors’ reactions (using the deci-
sion support model PRICESTRAT),
the Marketing and Sales organization
came to the conclusion that for a 3%
price increase the volume risk was lim-
ited (see Figure 2). A structured evalu-
ation and quantification of competitive
reactions, combined with the simula-
tion of effects on volume and profit,
transforms what is typically an emotionally charged discussion to
a more objective discussion with improved outcomes. This applies
for price increases as well as for price decreases. Using the right
tools and evaluating competitive reactions drives optimization
— even in markets for highly competitive key products.

and value – two sides of the coin in pricing
Even after optimizing prices of key products, the price drivers
and logic for respective product lines have to be determined.
All existing and potential price relations should be challenged
critically. Does it make sense in the sanitary industry to differ-
entiate wash stands according to weight (material cost driven),
if small wash stands for guest bathrooms weigh less but are, say,
more complicated to produce (complexity driven)? Is it mean-
ingful to differentiate prices for pipes according to the diam-
eter, if the demand for different diameters varies strongly (fast
vs. slow running)? Price drivers, the aspect which steers price
relations, are central elements of the price list structure. They
strongly determine the profit potential, which can be achieved
through optimization. The organization must objectively bal-
ance the benefits from optimizing the existing price list logic,
while offsetting this against the additional profit potential from
introducing new aspects. Figure 3 shows some examples of new
dimensions introduced and enforced in the market.

The same to be priced equally – the 
differentiated to be priced higher
After positioning the key products and defining the price logic,
the final optimization of the list prices is by a structured list price
calculation. Using the prices of key products as a base, the price
drivers are included via mark-ups or mark-downs specific to prod-
uct line. List prices are then automatically calculated and com-
pared to the realized (gross) list prices and/or — after deducting
discounts — to the net prices. By matching “as is” prices with
“should be” prices, the effect of applying a consistent price logic
can be measured for each product highlighting which price gaps
have to be bridged (see Figure 4). Specific mark-ups and mark-
downs can be adjusted manually, to achieve a structure which
is feasible to implement. Typically different scenarios can and
should be analyzed to evaluate the resulting price perception and
the feasibility of adjustments.

In addition to the price drivers across product lines, additional
factors such as region, channel and application-based differentia-
tion can be taken into account.

Matching “as is” with “should be” prices might result in significant
price gaps that can not be overcome short-term without risking
volume impacts. In these cases internal and temporary “transfer

Figure 3: Examples of Price Drivers
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discounts” can be introduced with the
purpose of steering the transition. They
allow for controlled flexibility without
diluting the price structure.

With increasing international pres-
sure on prices, improved internal price
transparency and an aligned interna-
tional price list are indispensable. A
strong alignment of price lists implies
a more harmonized price structure,
in turn facilitating the steering and
simplifying the adjustment of prices.
Experience has shown that success is
achieved through optimizing the price
list in one country or region with a rep-
resentative product structure and suf-
ficient sales leverage. This price struc-
ture is then used as a framework for a
roll out to other countries or regions.
Using this approach the starting point
can always be the existing price level,
in addition the country-specific rebates
and discounts can be retained.

A structured approach together with decision support models and
tools helps Product and Marketing Managers to optimize their
most important marketing and pricing instrument: the price list.
What matters is:

• Take into consideration the customer and market perspective
and – if necessary – validate via customer surveys or expert
interviews

• Challenge historically developed price positions and structures
critically, even for key products

• Consider possible competitive reactions: Competitors are not
always the enemies!

• Develop and integrate smart ideas for price differentiation
into the price list logic, these can go beyond the existing price
practices

• Introduce a list price calculation mechanism which enables
transparency and steering in the IT systems

The optimization of the price list is complex but it pays of. An im-
provement of return on sales of between 2 and 4 percentage points
is realistic and the risk is limited (examples are shown in Figure 5).
Differences in the improvement potentials result from the complexity
of the product portfolio, market and competitive strength of the com-
pany and the level of vertical integration along the value chain.

Besides the effects on profit, a price list optimization in com-
bination with the implementation of a calculation logic not
only simplifies internal price adjustments procedures but it
also improves the buy-in from the sales team. Positioning

analyses and price logic argumentation for value selling are
generated during the optimization process and thus can di-
rectly be applied.

Experience shows that optimizing the price list in a pilot country
needs about a 2-3 month process (depending on the compelx-
ity). It should be planned with sufficient lead time. Depending
on the country, an international roll out for transferring the
price structure in other countries can be achieved in about 4-
6 weeks.
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Figure 4: Price Drivers and Logic
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